NOR FLASH (8MB TO 16MB)

SDRAM (8MB TO 32MB)
TEMP SENSOR
I2C ADDRESS = 0x82
Range & Accuracy: +/- 2°C from -25°C to 100°C
 +/- 3°C from -55°C to 125°C

USB PORT
SOFTCONNECT
FOR REENUMERATION

REALTIME CLOCK
I2C ADDRESS = 0x2A2

3D ACCELEROMETER
I2C ADDRESS = 0x1D

EEPROM (64Kb)
I2C ADDRESS = 0xA0

LOAD FOR LPC2478
DNL FOR LPC1788

TO CONVERT FROM USB MINI-AB TO USB A
UTILIZE CABLE SHOWN BELOW, AVAILABLE FROM DIGI-KEY, PN: 10-00003-ND